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Abstract 
In this paper we show how algorithms are derived from their specification 
m the Bird-Meertens formalism . The Bird- Meertens formalism is a program-
ming methodology which provides a concise functional notation for algorithms 
and for every data structure a promotion theorem for proving equalities of func-
tions . High-level specifications ( which usually are clearly correct, but inefficient 
functional algorithms) are transformed, using the promotion theorem, into effi-
cient algorithms. Here, we apply the method to problems on permutations (such 
as sorting), subsequences and partitions. For each of these enumerator functions 
we prove one theorem which is used in the derivation of algorithms for some con-
crete examples. 
1987 CR Categories: D.1.1, D.2 .1, F.3.1, 1.2.2, 1.2.8 
1985 Math . Subj . Class. : 69D11, 69D24, 69K12, 69K18 
Note: To appear in the Proceedings of the IFIP TC2/WG2.2/WG2.3 Working 
Conference on Programming Concepts and Methods, Sea of Gallilee, Israel, April 
2-5, 1990. 
1 Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to show how algorithms are derived in the Bird-Meertens 
formalism. The Bird- Meertens formalism is a framework in which program construction 
is viewed as a mathematical activity. It provides a concise functional notation for 
algorithms, and for every data structure a promotion theorem for proving equalities 
of functions. Starting with a clearly correct, but possibly very inefficient algorithm, we 
successively apply (possibly conditional) algebraic identities (instances of the promotion 
theorem or properties of the constituents) until an efficient algorithm results. Part of the 
formalism is discussed in this article, for more extensive accounts the reader is referred 
to [15], [3], [4], [16], and [l]. 
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We derive algorithms for problems on lists. Examples of such problems are sorting a 
list, finding the longest upsequence of a list, and finding the occurrences of a given pat-
tern in a list. Algorithms for these problems are well known. Therefore, the derivations 
of some of these algorithms serve as good examples of the programming methodology 
we apply. 
The specifications we consider are compositions of homomorphisms with enumerator 
functions. An example is the specification 
l#/ · (all ascending)<i •parts, 
where parts is a function enumerating all partitions of a list as a set, and l# / · 
( a II ascending) <J is a homomorphism defined on sets, which selects the shortest element 
all of whose components are ascending. The enumerator functions are inverse images of 
homomorphisms. The inverse image of a function f : /3 +--- a is defined by 
Inv(!: /3 +--- a) y = {x: alf x = y}. 
For example, parts is the inverse image of the flattening homomorphism * /, which 
flattens a list of nonempty lists of elements of some type a to a list of elements of type 
a . Formally, 
parts= Inv(*/: a*+--- a+*), 
where a+ is the type of nonempty lists, and f3* is the type of possibly empty lists. 
Given an inverse image definition, we can derive recursive equations which characterize 
the defined function. In this paper we start our derivations with these recursive charac-
terizations. The inverse image, together with methods for deriving recursive equations 
from inverse images, is discussed in [6]. 
For three enumerator functions we prove a theorem which states the conditions the 
components of a homomorphism have to satisfy in order to obtain a left-reduction 
(an efficient algorithm) for the composition of the homomorphism and the enumerator 
function. These conditions can be derived in a straightforward way. This derivation is 
discussed in detail for the enumerator functions subs computing all subsequences of a 
list, and perms computing all permutations of a list. For parts we just state the result 
of the derivation. 
We give three examples in which we apply the developed theory. The algorithms 
we obtain can easily be translated into a functional language such as Miranda 1 . From 
the examples we work out it will become clear that programming in the Bird- Meertens 
formalism is not merely applying the appropriate theorems. Inventive steps remain 
to be made, especially when a given problem does not satisfy the conditions of the 
theorem. In that case we have to adjust or generalize the problem in a form such that 
the conditions of the theorem are satisfied. It is difficult to derive these generalization 
steps (an attempt is made in [8]), but usually there seems to be not much choice. 
In [4] Homer's rule is proved. Homer's rule is a theorem which states that the 
composition of a homomorphism with the function tails is a left-reduction, provided 
some conditions hold. Here we give a method for deriving these conditions for arbitrary 
enumerator functions. Applications of this method can also be found in [13] and [12]. A 
different method, stressing the importance of inverse images in program synthesis, with 
which similar results can be obtained is presented in [6]. 
1 
'Miranda' is a trademark of Research Software Ltd 
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a brief introduction to the 
Bird- Meertens formalism. In Section 3, 4 and 5 we discuss, respectively, subsequences, 
permutations and partitions. We draw some conclusions in Section 6. 
2 Preliminaries 
In this section we introduce the basic notions and definitions used in the subsequent 
sections. In the first subsection we briefly describe the notational conventions for func-
tions we use. Two important concepts in the Bird- Meertens formalism are the notions 
of homomorphism and promotion. For every data structure, homomorphisms are de-
fined and a promotion theorem is given. This process is described in detail in [14]. 
Homomorphisms on data structures in the Boom-hierarchy, such as sets, bags, lists and 
binary trees, are introduced in the second subsection, together with some widely used 
examples of homomorphisms, such as map and reduction. At the end of this subsection 
we present the promotion theorem for these data structures. In the third subsection we 
introduce snoc- lists and left- reductions. 
2 .1 Functions 
Typical names of functions are f, g and h. Function composition is denoted by a 
small dot •, which is associative. So the composition of f and g is written as f • g. 
Function application is denoted by white space. So the application of f to an argument 
a is written as f a. Function application associates to the right, i.e., we have 
(f . g . h) X = f (g ( h X)) = f g h X . 
The type of a function from type a to type /3 is denoted by /3 - a . The argument-
types of n-ary functions are tuples, the elements of which are separated by two vertical 
bars. So, for example, a binary operator EB will have type , - all/3. 
Binary operators will often be written in infix notation. Typical names of binary 
operators are EB , 0 , and 0 . They can be partially parametrized, i.e., if EB is a binary 
operator of type , - a I I /3 , we consider the expression ( a EB) to be a unary function of 
type 1 - /3 , and similarly for ( EBb) . These parametrized operators are also known as 
'sections'. 
The notation x ~f y is used to express that (f x) ~ (f y) , and similarly for = , 
>, etc. 
Given two functions f : /3 t- a and g : , - a, we define the shared composition of 
f and g, denoted by (!, g), by 
(f,g) a= (f a,g a). 
The shared composition of n functions is defined similarly on n - tuples. Functions can 
also be combined using parallel composition. Given functions f : /3 - a and g : 8 - 1 , 
the parallel composition of J and g, written (!Ilg), is defined by 
(!Ilg) (a,c) = (f a,g c). 
The functions 1r1 and 1r2 denote the projection onto the first respectively the second 
component of a pair. Similar definitions can be given for projections on components of 
triples etc. 
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2.2 The Boom-hierarchy 
The recursive data structure of sets over some base type a, denoted by at, is introduced 
by means of the following three constructor rules: 
a E a 
lu Eat {a} Eat 
x Eat 
y Eat 
x Uy Eat 
where lu is the unit of U , and U is associative, commutative and idempotent. The 
data structure set is one of the four data structures in the Boom-hierarchy. The Boom-
hierarchy, described in [15], consists of four different data structures: trees, lists, bags, 
and sets. These data structures are obtained from the above scheme for at by varying 
the laws satisfied by U . If U satisfies no laws, the above scheme leads to trees with 
information at the leaves. If U is associative we obtain lists ( lu and U are then 
written as 1* respectively * ), and if U is associative and commutative we obtain 
bags ( the empty bag is written as ll!J , and bag union as l±J ). In the remaining part of 
this paper we give definitions and prove theorems for the data structure set. For each 
of the three other data structures in the Boom-hierarchy we can give similar definitions 
and theorems. 
Given a recursive data structure, homomorphisms on this data structure can be 
described systematically. By definition, a function h defined on sets is a homomorphism 
if there exist an associative, commutative and idempotent operator EB, a function f, 
and a value e such that 
h lu 
h {a} 
h (x u y) 
e 
fa 
(hx)EB(hy). 
Since lu is the unit of U, it follows that e should be the unit of EB on the range of 
h. If such a unit element does not exist, we may introduce a fictitious element (see 
[15]) with the property that it is the unit of EB. We give the types of the functions and 
operators involved. If f has type /3 +--- a and EB has type /3 +--- /311/3, then h has type 
/3 +---at. 
It is a well known fact that homomorphisms on sets can be written as the composition 
of reductions and maps, which are defined as follows. The map operator * takes as 
arguments a function and a set and returns a set consisting of the original elements to 
which the function is applied. More precisely, if f : /3 +--- a , then f * : /3t +--- at is 
defined by 
f* lu 
f* {a} 
f*(xUy) 
lu 
{fa} 
(f*x)U(f*y). 
The value of applying the reduction operator / to an associative, commutative, and 
idempotent operator EB and a set can be obtained by placing EB between adjacent 
elements of the set, so, if EB : a +--- aila, then EB/ : a+--- at is defined by 
EB/ lu 
ffi/ {a} 
EB/(xuy) 
l GJ 
a 
(EB/ x) EB (EB/ y). 
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where l a:i is the, possibly fictitious, unit element of EB. 
An example of a widely used homomorphism is the filter operator <1, which takes 
a predicate (i.e. a boolean function) and a set and retains the elements satisfying the 
predicate in a set, so if p : bool t- o:, then p<1 : o:t t- o:t is defined by : 
p<1 = u/. ft* ' 
where pa= {a} if pa holds and pa= lu otherwise. For example, odd<1 {3,4,5} = 
{3, 5}. In general we have for homomorphisms h: 
for some operator EB and function f , a fact expressed by the Homomorphism Lemma 
from [15]. 
We introduce two operators which are used frequently in the subsequent sections. 
The operator T 1 , where f is of type /3 t--- o:, where /3 is totally ordered, is a binary 
operator of type o: t- o:JJo:. It is defined by 
X Tl y = X if X < l y 
y if y <1 X. 
We do not yet define Tl on arguments which have equal f -values, except that one of 
the arguments is the outcome. It might be necessary to define T 1 differently for different 
problems. If the choice made by the operator T 1 on equal f -values is immaterial to 
the problem, we will not give its exact definition. The operator 11 is defined similarly. 
The zip operator, written Y, is an operator which takes an operator and two tuples 
or lists of equal length, and produces a tuple or a list of the same length consisting of 
the corresponding elements of the arguments combined with the operator, thus: 
(xo, ... 'Xn) y EB (Yo, ... ' Yn) = (xo EB Yo, ... ' Xn EB Yn) . 
We now come to the second important notion of the Bird-Meertens formalism, pro-
motion. Every data structure has its own promotion theorem. Promotion provides a 
means for proving equalities of functions that avoids the application of induction in the 
development of algorithms. Inductive arguments tend to be tedious and are less elegant 
than proofs using promotion. Already in 1975, this was one of the main motivations 
of Goguen to introduce initiality, see [11]. Before we give the theorem, we first define 
promotability. 
Definition 1 ( ( EB, @) - promotability) A function f : /3 t--- o: is (EB,®) -promotable 
for associative, commutative and idempotent operators EB : o: t- o:llo: and ® : /3 t--- /311/3 
if and only if 
f (x EB y) = (f x)@ (f y) 
f l a:i = 10 . 
We have the following theorem, the proof of which (by structural induction or using 
the uniqueness property of homomorphisms) can be found in [15], [1], and [14]. 
Theorem 2 (promotion) A function f: /3 t--- o: is (EB,@) -promotable if and only if 
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2.3 Snoc-lists 
Snoc-lists over base type a, denoted by al, are introduced by means of two constructor 
rules: 
aEa 
XE Ct/ 
[ l E Ct/ 
The difference with the lists from the Boom-hierarchy ( also known as join-lists) is that 
snoc- lists are constructed from left to right whereas join- lists are constructed symmet-
rically. A function h : /3 - al is a homomorphism on snoc-lists if there exists an 
operator EB : /3 - /3lla and a value e : /3 such that 
h (x~a) 
h [] 
(hx)EBa 
e. 
The usual name for homomorphism on snoc-lists is left- reduction, and we will use this 
terminology in the sequel. The function h defined above is written as EB + e . As 
an example, the length of a list, denoted by #, is computed by the left-reduction ( ( + 1) · 1r 1 ) + 0 . Another exam pie is the concatenation operator -ii< defined by x -ii< 
y = ( ~ + x) y . Note that -ii< is associative. Again, we have a promotion theorem 
for this data structure. 
Theorem 3 (snoc- lists promotion) Suppose f : 1 - /3, EB : /3 - /3lla, and ® : 
1 - ,Ila satisfy 
J (xEBa) = (J x)®a, 
and define u = h e . Then 
From the proof of this theorem (which can be found in [14]) it follows that we may 
weaken the requirement f ( x EB a) = (J x) ® a . It suffices to require this equality for x 
in the range of EB + e . 
3 Subsequences 
In this section we show conditions under which the composition of a homomorphism 
with the function subs computing all subsequences of a list is a left-reduction. This 
is done by means of applying (possibly conditional) algebraic identities. Together with 
an algorithm we derive conditions under which the equality of the specification and 
the algorithm holds. We apply the resulting theory to an example in which we give a 
linear-time algorithm for a variant of the Zero-One Knapsack problem. 
The function subs, computing all subsequences of a list, is defined as the following 
. . 
mverse image. 
subs=(*/• 1ri)* - Inv(*/ • Y*). 
It is recursively characterized by 
subs 
subs [] 
subs (x~ a) 
alt - a/ 
{[]} 
(subs x) U ((~a)* subs x). 
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It follows that subs is a left- reduction EB + e, where e = {[ ]} and EB is defined by 
X EB a = X u ( ( -I< a)* X). 
The generic specification of the problems we consider is 
0 / · 9* ·subs, 
where ® and 9 are arbitrary. The number of subsequences is exponential in the length 
of the list, and therefore the straightforward implementation of our specification requires 
exponential time. In order to obtain a homomorphism on snoc- lists, or equivalently, a 
left- reduction 0 + u for this specification, conditions will have to be imposed upon 0 
and 9. If 0 requires constant time, the left- reduction we derive requires linear time 
when implemented. 
Since subs is a left- reduction, we can apply the snoc-lists promotion theorem with 
h = 0 / • 9*. For that purpose, we have to compute h e and we have to find an 
operator 0 such that h (x EB a)= (h x) 0 a, where e and EB are the components of 
the left- reduction given for subs above. First we compute he. 
h e 
definition of h and e 
0/ 9* {[]} 
definition of homomorphism 
9 [ l. 
A definition of 0 which satisfies the above requirement is synthesized as follows. 
h(x EB a) 
definition of h and EB 
®/ 9* (x U ((-!< a)* x)) 
definition of homomorphism 
(0 / 9* x) 0 (0 / 9* (-I< a)* x) 
definition of h 
( h x) ® ( ( ® / · 9* · ( -I< a)*) x) . 
The left-hand argument of ® is of the required form. We proceed with the right-hand 
argument of 0 , promoting the part ( -I< a)* to the left. This is the point at which 
conditions are imposed upon 0 and 9. 
0/ ·9* · (-!<a)* 
map distributivity (promotion theorem) 
®/. (9. (-!<a))* 
first requirement 
0 / · ((0 a) · 9)* 
map distributivity 
0/ · (0 a)* · 9* 
promotion theorem, second requirement 
(0 a)•®/·9*· 
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During the derivation we encountered the following requirements. First, we require 
9. (-I< a)= (0a) • 9, i.e., the function 9 has to satisfy 9 (x-1< a)= (9 x) 0 a for some 
operator 0. By definition of left- reduction, this implies that 9 is a left-reduction 
0 + u for some value u. Second, the conditions of the promotion theorem, Theorem 2 
in Section 2, have to be satisfied, that is, ( 0a) must be ( ®, ®) - promotable. If these 
requirements are satisfied, and if we define 0 by 
x0a=x®(x0a), 
then we obtain by the snoc-lists promotion theorem 
®/ · 9* ·subs= 0 + 9 [] . 
Since we required 9 to be a left- reduction 0 + u, we have that 9 [] = u. The above 
derivation proves the following theorem. 
Theorem 4 ( subs-promotion) Let h be a homomorphism ®/ • 9* defined on sets, 
and 9 a left-reduction 0 + u such that ( 0a) is (®,®)-promotable for all a. Then 
h ·subs= 0 + u, 
where the operator 0 is defined by 
x 0 a=x®(x0a). 
In fact, one of the requirements of the theorem is stronger than necessary. From the 
derivation one can see that the requirement that ( 0a) is (®,®)-promotable may be 
restricted to the range of 9* . 
A derivation of an algorithm for the problem of finding the longest upsequence of a 
list is given in [8]. We give another example. 
Example 5 A successful treasure-digger comes across another treasure. Since she likes 
to have a convenient trip home, all she has with her is a knapsack of a certain small 
volume V. The treasure-digger wants to find a subset of the treasure which fits in her 
knapsack and has the largest value. This problem is known as the Zero-One Knapsack 
problem or the Zero-One Integer Programming problem, see for example [10]. We derive 
a linear- time algorithm (for fixed V) solving the problem where every element of the 
treasure has volume equal to a natural number; it is well-known that without these 
restrictions this problem is NP-complete. 
The treasure is represented by a list of elements, where elements are pairs of natural 
numbers, modelling the value and the volume of the element respectively. The subset 
of treasure which fits in the knapsack and has the largest value is a subsequence of the 
given list, the sum of the second components of which does not exceed V, and the sum 
of the first components of which is maximal. Hence we can specify our problem by 
Tvai/ · ((:s; V) · vol)<l ·subs, 
where vol and val are both left-reductions, defined by 
vol ( + • (idJJ1r2)) + 0 
val ( + · (idJl1r1)) + 0 . 
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We abbreviate j val to i . 
In order to apply the subs-promotion theorem to our example, we have to rewrite 
it in the form of a composition of a homomorphism and the function subs. In general, 
we have for arbitrary operator EB and predicate q 
ffi /. q<J 
definition of filter 
EB / · U / · <J* 
promotion theorem 
ffi / . ( ffi /)*. <J* 
map distributivity 
tB /. (tB/. fJ) * . 
This expression is of the appropriate form. 
We try to verify the conditions of the subs - promotion theorem . . First, we have to 
find a left- reduction 0 + u such that j / • p = 0 + u, where p is an abbreviation for 
(::; V) •vol. Since (j x = { x} if q x holds, and lu otherwise, 
ffi I (j X = X if q X 
l ffi otherwise 
for all predicates q and operators EB . If furthermore q is prefix- closed, that is, for all 
lists x and y , q satisfies 
q(x -ti< y) ⇒ qx, 
then EB /• q is a left- reduction 0 + [], where x 0 a= x-f< a if x ::/ l ffi and q (x-!< a) 
holds, and x 0 a = l ffi otherwise. Since negative volumes do not exist, it is clear that 
vol ( x-!< a) ::; V ⇒ vol x ::; V , and hence that p is prefix-closed. Hence there exists a 
left- reduction 0 + [ ] equal to j / • p, where 0 is defined by 
x 0 a= x-f< a if (x ::/ lr) /\ ((vol (x-f< a))::; V) 
1 r otherwise . 
The second condition of the subs - promotion theorem requires the section ( 0a) to be 
( j , j) - promotable, that is, we have to show that 1 r 0 a = 1 r , which holds by definition, 
and that 
(x j y) 0 a= (x 0 a) j (y 0 a). 
However, this equation is not true. This can be seen by taking y >val x, vol (y-!< a) > 
V , and vol ( x-f< a) ::; V . In this case, the left-hand side expression of the desired 
equation equals 1 r and the right- hand side x-!< a . 
From the above we conclude that the problem as we stated it cannot be solved with 
the subs - promotion theorem. We have to find a generalization of our problem such 
that the theorem can be applied. In the solution for the problem of finding the longest 
upsequence, see [8], the generalization step is to consider subsequences of specific lengths. 
Here we use a different generalization step, an application of the 'tupling strategy'. 
Suppose we compute, instead of the most precious subsequence with volume not 
exceeding V, the most precious subsequences with volume equal to i for all i : 0 ~ 
i ~ V. The most precious subsequence with volume not exceeding V can be computed 
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easily given these V + l subsequences. This generalization step is similar to the one 
applied in one of the examples in [13], where we consider, instead of subs, a function 
enumerating specific subtrees of binary labelled trees. 
We want to specify this new problem as the composition of a homomorphism with 
the function subs. Therefore, we determine the desired result of our function, called 
h, when applied to a singleton set and when applied to the union of two sets. For the 
singleton case we have 
h {a} = J a = (Jo a, ... , Jv a) , 
where, for i : 0 < i < V 
fia= a if vol a= i 
1 r otherwise . 
And we have 
h (x u y) = (h x) Tr (h y). 
Hence, finding the most precious subsequence with volume equal to i for all i in between 
0 and C is specified by 
Tr/ · J * · subs . 
If J is a left-reduction 0 + u such that ( 0a) is (TT, TT) -promotable for all a , then we 
can apply the subs -promotion theorem and obtain a left-reduction for our specification. 
In order to obtain a left-reduction for J we determine J [] and f (x-+< a). We 
have 
and 
J [] 
definition of J 
(Jo [ ], • • • ,Jv [ ]) 
definition of Ji 
([], lr, ... 'lr) ' 
J (x--l< a) 
definition of J 
(Jo (x-+< a), ... , Jv (x--l< a)). 
We want to express Ji ( x ---t< a) in terms of J x and a , for all i . Our goal is to write 
J ( x-+< a) as (f x) 0 a for some operator 0 . We have 
(Jo (x-+< a), ... , Jv (x-+< a)) 
definition of fi 
(-f< a)* (1ro-1r2 a,·•·, 1rV-1r2 a) J X • 
where 1ri with i negative is the constant function 1 T , and -+< is defined such that 
1 T-+< a = l T for all a . The definition of the map operator on tuples is similar to the 
definition of the map operator on sets. Thus, we have found an operator 0 and a value 
u such that J = 0 + u . The operator 0 is defined by 
X 0 a= (-f< a)* (7ro-1r2 a,•••, 11'V-1r2 a) X, 
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and u is given by u = ([], lr, ... , lr). 
We apply the subs - promotion theorem. The operator 0 has to be (Yr, Tr)-
promotable. We verify the two conditions. For every n, the tuple (lr, ... , lr) of 
length n is the unit of Yr in the domain of tuples of length n. We define an overall 
unit uz as a fictitious element. Note that the old units on tuples of specific lengths are 
not units any more. Since now the domain of tuples has been extended by uz, ( 0a) 
can be defined such that uz 0 a = uz, thereby acquiring the desired equality. For the 
second condition we have to show that 
(x Yr y) 0 a= (x 0 a) Yr (y 0 a). 
We have, assuming that Xi and Yi with i negative equal 1 r , 
(xYry) 0 a 
definition of 0 
(-+< a)* (1ro_.,,.2 a, ... ,1rv_.,,.2 a) (x Yr y) 
definition of shared composition, 7ri , and zip 
(-+< a)* (xo-1r2 a T YO-1r2 a,•••, XV-1r2 a T YV-1r2 a) 
(-+< a) is ( T, T) -promotable for some refinement of T 
( ( Xo-.,,-2 a-+< a) T (Yo-.,,-2 a-+< a),••• , ( XV-1r2 a-+< a) T (YV-1r2 a-+< a)) 
definition of zip 
(xo-1r2 a-+< a,•••, XV-1r2 a-+< a) yr (Yo-1r2 a-+< a,•••, YV-1r2 a-+< a) 
definition of 0 and x and y 
(x 0 a) Yr (y 0 a) . 
It follows that ( 0 a) is (Yr, Yr) -promotable. 
Since all the requirements of the subs-promotion theorem are satisfied, we have that 
h •subs= 0 + ([], lr, ... , lr) , 
where 
x 0 a=xYr(x0a). 
A derivation in the Bird- Meertens formalism of an algorithm for the same prob-
lem without the restriction that volumes are natural numbers using backtracking and 
branch- and-bound is presented in [9]. Variants of the algorithm presented here are 
described in [17]. 
4 Permutations 
In this section we show when the composition of a homomorphism with the func-
tion perms computing all permutations of a list is a left- reduction. In the perms -
promotion theorem the conditions under which this is possible are listed. Using the 
perms - promotion theorem we derive an algorithm for sorting a list. 
The function perms can be defined elegantly on bags using the inverse image oper-
ator. Define the function bagify which turns a snoc- list into a bag by 
bagify = l±J + lw . 
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Now we define perms as lnv(bagify). A recursive characterization of perms, defined on 
snoc- lists, is given by 
where 
y7 
[ ]v7a 
perms 
perms [] 
perms (x-+<a) 
alt - al 
{[]} 
U/ (v7a)* perms x. 
alt - allla 
{[]-+<a} 
(x-+< b)Va {(x-+< b)-+< a} U ((-+< b)* (xv7a)). 
It follows that perms is a left- reduction EB+ e, where e = {[]} and EB is defined by 
xEBa=U/(v7a)*x. 
Again, the generic specification of the problems we consider is 
0 / · 9* · perms , 
where 0 and 9 are arbitrary. 
Since perms is a left- reduction, we can apply the snoc-lists promotion theorem with 
h = 0 / • 9* . For that purpose we have to compute he and we have to find an operator 
0 such that h ( x EB a) = ( h x) 0 a, where e and EB are the components of the left-
reduction given for perms above. As in the previous section, we have that h e = 9 [ ] . 
For the definition of 0 we calculate as follows. 
h(x EB a) 
definition of h and EB 
0 / 9* u/ (v7a)* x 
promotion theorem 
0 / (0 / · 9*)* (v7a)* X 
map distributivity 
(0 / · (0 / · 9* · (v7a))*) X . 
Since we want to find an expression in a and 0 / 9* x, the first thing we require is 
®/ · 9* · (v7a) = (0 a) · 9, 
for some operator 0 . Proceeding with the derivation we get 
0 / · (0 / · 9* · (v7a))* 
first requirement 
®/ · ((0 a) · 9)* 
map distributivity 
0/ · (0 a)* · 9* 
promotion theorem, second requirement 
( 0 a) · 0 / · 9* . 
The application of the promotion theorem requires ( 0 a) to be ( 0, 0) - promotable. 
Hence we may define 0 to be equal to 0 . We have proved 
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Theorem 6 ( perms - promotion) Let h be a homomorphism ®/ • 9* defined on sets, 
such that ® / · 9* · (v7 a) = ( 0 a) · 9 for some section ( 0 a) which is ( ®, 0) -promotable. 
Then 
h • perms = 0 + u , 
where u = g [ ] . 
Again, as noted after the subs - promotion theorem, the section ( 0 a) need only promote 
over ( ®, 0 ) on the range of 9*. Note the difference with the subs - promotion theorem: 
instead of the requirement that g is a left-reduction whose operator satisfies some 
equality, we have the rather complicated condition that g satisfies 0 / • 9* • (v7 a) = 
(0 a) · 9. 
Before we give an example, we have to develop some more theory. We will give an 
algorithm for sorting a list. The specification with which we will start is 
j / · sorted <J • perms , 
where the predicate sorted determines whether a list is sorted, and the binary operator 
~ is a function which selects one of its arguments. This specification is an instantiation 
of the general scheme 
®/ • p<J •perms. 
In the previous section we have shown that 0/ ·p<J equals 0/ ·( 0/ ·fi)*. In order to prove 
that the first condition of the perms - promotion theorem holds, i.e., 0 / · ( 0 / · fi)* · v' a = 
( 0 a) • ® / • p, for some operator 0 , we impose the following conditions upon p. 
A predicate q is called subsequence- closed if and only if it satisfies for all lists x and 
y , and all values a, 
q ((x-t< a) -tt< y) ⇒ q (x -tt< y) . 
Suppose p is a subsequence- closed predicate which holds for the empty list. Now 
we define (x 0 a) as 0 / · p<J · (xv7a) for x =/:- 1®, and 1® 0 a= 1® ( 1® is a left-zero 
of 0 ). We will argue that 
(1) 
On arguments for which p holds, 0 / • p acts as the identity. Hence this equation is 
trivially true for the empty list. In the case of a nonempty list x -t< b such that p x -t< b 
holds, ® / p x -t< b = x -t< b , and again ( 1) holds. Finally, suppose ,p x-t< b holds. The 
right- hand side of ( 1) is equal to 1 ® 0 a . For the left- hand side, we use the following 
implication. If the predicate p is subsequence- closed, then 
,p x ⇒ Vy E ( x v7 a) : ,p y . 
This implication is an immediate consequence of the definition of v7 and subsequence-
closed predicates; its proof is omitted. We have 
®/ p<J ((x-t< b)v7a) 
above implication 
®/ lu 
definition of reduction 
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Hence (1) holds in all cases. We have proved 
Lemma 7 If p is a subsequence- closed predicate which holds for the empty list, and if 
the operator 0 is defined by 10 0 a= 10 and 
x 0 a= 0/ p<J (xVa), 
for x -=/ 10 , then 
0 / · p<J · (Va) = ( 0 a) · 0 / · p . 
Example 8 We want to derive an algorithm for sorting a list. The specification of our 
problem reads 
j/ · sorted<J ·perms, 
where the predicate sorted is defined by 
sorted [] 
sorted [ ] --t< a 
sorted x--t< b--t< a 
True 
True 
( sorted x --t< b) /\ ( a 2: b) . 
The operator ~ is a function which selects one of its arguments. This selector function 
is associative, idempotent and commutative, but we are not interested in its precise 
definition. By definition of sorted and perms, the set sorted <J • perms consists of one or 
more equal elements. So for example, instead of ~/ we could just as well have written 
~ / , or ~ / , where ~ is defined by a ~ b = b, and ~ is defined by a ~ b = a. 
Note that the reduction ~ / equals the function which is usually written as last, and 
~ / equals hd . 
Since sorted is subsequence- closed and holds for the empty list, we have by Lemma 
7 
U · sorted<J ·(Va)= (0a) · ~/ · so;ted, 
where the operator 0 is defined by 11 0 a= 11 and 
x 0 a= ~/ sorted<J (xVa). 
Hence the first condition of the perms -promotion theorem is satisfied. For the second 
condition we have to verify that 11 0 a= 11, which holds by definition of 0, and that 
(x 0 a)j(y 0 a)= (xjy) 0 a. (2) 
Here we make use of the observations made after the snoc- lists promotion theorem and 
the perms-promotion theorem. We may suppose that x and y are both elements of 
(U · so;ted)* z for some z, and that z = perms v for some v. It follows that x = y or 
one or both of them are equal to 11. Equality (2) follows immediately. 
We apply the perms - promotion theorem to obtain 
~/ • sorted<J ·perms= 0 + []. 
We have derived a cubic time version of insertion-sort. The well known insertion-sort 
algorithm is obtained if U • sorted<J • (Va) is developed similar to 0/ • 9* •perms. 
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Other sorting algorithms can be derived by varying the way of enumerating permu-
tations in the function perms. For example, if we define perms as a homomorphism on 
join- lists, i.e., if it is defined on the empty list, singletons and x * y for two lists x 
and y , we can derive merge-sort with a development similar to the above one. 
Sorting algorithms are often used to exemplify programming methodologies. Trans-
formational developments, using the fold-unfold technique, of a number of sorting algo-
rithms are given in [5]. The transformation rules applied there are much more low-level 
than the ones we apply, and therefore the derivations tend to get much longer. Further-
more, no theory (such as the perms - promotion theorem) is developed. Using a standard 
technique for deriving divide- and- conquer algorithms, Smith reports a derivation of a 
sorting algorithm in [18]. Again, the abstract formulation of the applicability conditions 
we give in the perms - promotion theorem is not present there. Finally, using the deduc-
tive synthesis framework developed by Manna and Waldinger several sorting algorithms 
are derived in [19]. 
5 Partitions 
In this section we show when the composition of a homomorphism with the function 
parts computing all partitions of a list is a left- reduction. The df:'rivation of the parts -
promotion theorem is very similar to the derivations of the perms - and subs-promotion 
theorems, and is omitted. In an example we derive an algorithm which solves the 
problem of finding the smallest square such that a partition of a piece of text fits in the 
square. 
The function parts computes all partitions of a list. As an example, a partition of 
the list [ ]-+< 1-+< 3--t< 2 is [ ]-+< ([ ]-+< 1-+< 3)-+< ([ ]-+< 2). The empty list is not allowed in 
a partition. The inverse image definition of parts has been given in the introduction. 
The function parts is characterized as a left-reduction as follows. 
parts 
parts [] 
parts ( x -+< a) 
o:Ut t- o:I 
{[]} 
U / ('¥a)* parts x . 
where the function '¥ is defined by 
'¥ [ l w a 
(zs-+< z)\Jfa 
o:llt t- o:llllo: 
{[ ]-+< ([]-+<a)} 
{zs-+< (z-+< a), (zs-+< z)-+< ([]-+<a)}. 
The number of partitions of a list is exponential in the length of the list, and therefore 
the algorithm 
® / • 9 * • parts , 
where ® and 9 are arbitrary, requires exponential time for its evaluation. One way to 
obtain a more efficient algorithm is to apply the following theorem. 
Theorem 9 ( parts - promotion) Let h be a homomorphism ®/ • 9* defined on lists, 
such that ® / · 9* · ('¥a) = ( 0a) · 9 for some section ( 0a) which is ( ®, ®) -promotable. 
Then 
h • parts = 0 + u , 
where u = g [ ] . 
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Here again, it suffices to show promotability of ( 0a) over ( @, @) on the range of 9* . 
Expressions of the form 1# / • (all p)<l • parts arise in a number of applications. 
Some theorems in which conditions are given under which this expression semantically 
equals a left-reduction can be found in [7]. By instantiating the requirements of the 
above theorem with h being the homomorphism l#/ · (all p)<l, we obtain the following 
corollary. A predicate p is called segment-closed if and only if it satisfies for all lists x 
and y 
p ( X -tt< y) =} (p X) t\ (p y) . 
We refine the definition of l# in the following way. Suppose x and y are lists of lists. 
Then x l# y = x if x <# y or if x =# y and (last x) <# (last y). The proof of the 
following corollary is omitted, but can be obtained by applying the parts-promotion 
theorem. 
Corollary 10 Suppose the predicate p is segment-closed and holds for all singletons. 
Then 
1#/ · (all p)<l ·parts= 0 + i, 
where i = [ ] and 0 is defined by 
[] 0a 
(zs--+< z) 0 a 
[ ]--+< ([]--+<a) 
zs--+< (z--+< a) 
(zs--+< z)--+< ([]--+<a) 
if p z--+< a 
otherwise. 
Since the predicate ascending is segment-closed and holds for all singletons, the 
example specification mentioned in the introduction, namely 
l#/ · ( a II ascending) <l • parts , 
can be transformed into an efficient algorithm using this corollary. We now derive an 
algorithm for a partition problem in the following example. Some other algorithms are 
given in [2] and [7]. 
Example 11 Suppose we have a piece of text, and we want to find the square with 
the least area in which the text fits, split into lines but with all words undivided. We 
suppose that words are encoded as numbers which denote the length of the words. This 
problem can be specified as follows. 
lsize/ · parts , 
where 
size x 
height 
width 
(height x) j (width x) 
# 
(i •(idjjsum))+o, 
where the function sum is a function computing the sum of a snoc-list. It is defined 
as the left-reduction + + 0. The function lsize is underspecified; when x =size y the 
result of x lsize y is not yet specified. We suppose that in the case that x =size y, 
then x lsize y = x l# y. This adjusted function lsize is still underspecified, but this 
degree of specification suffices for our purposes. We briefly describe the derivation of a 
quadratic-time algorithm, the details are left to the reader. 
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In order to apply the parts - promotion theorem, we verify the requirements given in 
the theorem. First, we have to show that lsize/ · ('lla) = (0a) for some operator 0. 
If we take this to be the definition of 0 the first requirement is satisfied. Second, the 
function ( 0 a) should promote over lsize , i.e., we have to prove that 1 !size 0 a = l !size , 
and 
( X 0 a) lsize ( Y 0 a) = ( X lsize Y) 0 a , 
for all a, and for x and y partitions of some list z . 
In general, these equations do not hold. Let y = [ ]-+< ([ ]-+< 3-+< 2) and x = 
[ ]-+< ([ ]-+< 3)-+< ([ ]-+< 2) be partitions of z = [ ]-+< 3-+< 2. Obviously, x <size y. How-
ever, it can be calculated that ( x 0 7) lsize (y 0 7) = y 0 7. Since y 0 7 =/= x 0 7, the 
equation is false. 
From the above we conclude that it is not possible to find an efficient algorithm for 
the problem we consider using the parts - promotion theorem. Therefore, we have to 
find a generalization for our problem. Many generalizations can be tried. Partitions of 
specific length might be considered, as de Moor and Bird do in [8] for their solution of 
the so- called Mark Thatcher problem. In our case this does not help. We apply the 
following generalization step. 
The maximum of a snoc- list of natural numbers is computed by the function m, 
which is defined by m = T + 0. Note that 
size lsize/ parts x :'S; (# x) T (m x), 
since the partition of x into singletons has size ( # x) T ( m x) . Note furthermore that 
if m x > # x , then the partition of x into singletons has size m x , and this partition 
is one of the minimally sized ones, and so the problem is solved. Let us consider the 
problem with m x :'S; # x. 
For the generalization step, define for i in between m x and # x inclusive 
Si= lheight/ · ((:'S; i) · width))<J ·parts. 
By definition of i, the partition of x into singletons satisfies ((:'S; i) •width), and hence 
Si x =/= l!height for all i such that m x :'S; i :'S; # x. Abbreviate lsize/ parts x to z. It 
is not difficult to verify the following equality 
Z =size Ssize z X · 
Furthermore, we have by definition of z for all i such that m x ~ i :'S; # x , 
Si X ~size Ssize z X · 
Hence we have for our problem 
lsize/ parts x 
definition of size 
lsize/ { Sm x X, • • • , s# x X} . 
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It follows that if we can compute Si efficiently for all i in between m x and # x, we 
can compute lsize/ parts x efficiently (here we make use of the underspecification of 
lsize : we want to find the size of the smallest square in which the given text fits, and 
we are not interested in how to fit the text in the square. If we are interested in how to 
fit the text in the square, we can define a valuation function v and refine the definition 
of lsize as follows 
X lsize Y = X 
y 
X lv Y 
if X <size Y 
if Y <size X 
otherwise . 
The generalization step we make is not guaranteed to work for the refined problem 
lsizJparts ). For the computation of Si we can use Corollary 10. Note that the predicate 
(~. i) • width is equivalent to the predicate all((~ i) •sum). Since i 2 m x, (~ i) • sum 
holds for singletons. Because the elements of x are natural numbers, the predicate 
(~ i) • sum is segment- closed. Hence the two conditions of the corollary are satisfied. 
Corollary 10 gives us a left- reduction for each Si, m x ~ i ~ # x. If n is the length of 
the list, we compute 0( n) left-reductions ( one for each i in between the maximum and 
the length of the list) which all can be evaluated in time 0( n) . Hence the algorithm for 
lsize/ parts x we have obtained requires time 0( n2 ) for its evaluation. This algorithm 
is not asymptotically optimal; there exists an 0( n log n) algorithm. 
6 Conclusions 
We have presented three theorems and three examples which illustrate the derivation 
of algorithms in the Bird- Meertens formalism. The theorems we proved are applicable 
to a large class of problems. Lots of algorithms for operations research problems are 
immediate consequences of the theorems. More generally, at the International Summer 
School on Constructive Algorithmics, de Moor has shown that it is possible to derive 
algorithms for lots of dynamic programming problems using the formalism described 
here. Instead of enumerator functions, he starts his derivations with inverses of ho-
momorphisms. The results are slightly more general than our results, but also more 
complex. We feel that the elegance of our approach lies in the total absence of inductive 
arguments. Another advantage of our approach is its consistency. Given a specification 
in the form of a homomorphism composed with an enumerator function, we first derive 
the 'promotion' theorem for the enumerator function. If the homomorphism does not 
satisfy the conditions of the promotion theorem, generalization steps have to be sought 
for. Often, these generalization steps can be derived in a standard fashion, see [8]. 
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